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Noonouri teamed up with Dior Makeup for another effort. Image credit: Dior

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury brands are emphasizing storytelling on social media in an effort to stand out in an oversaturated market.

Videos, influencers and artificial intelligence are some of the tactics marketers are using on social media to
connect with users. Campaigns across the Internet are using Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat to better spread
brand awareness.

Here are the top 10 social media efforts of the fourth quarter, in alphabetical order:

Chanel highlights  the work of Jean-Paul Goude. Image credit: Chanel/Jean-Paul Goude

French fashion label Chanel is celebrating the life of a famous graphic artist, using visuals paralleling his interest in
dance that span both digital and physical realms.

In an upcoming exhibit, Chanel has collaborated with Jean-Paul Goude on a series of works that showcase key
visuals he created for the label as well as a diverse range of women in beauty. To promote the installation, Chanel
has released a video on social media that allows viewers to hear Mr. Goude discuss how dance has influenced his
work (see story).
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Dior's  2019 cruise collection is  inspired by the women of Mexico. Image credit: Dior

French fashion house Christian Dior is elaborating on the Mexican inspiration for its 2019 cruise collection by
putting local photographers in front of the camera.

Eight Mexican women photographed the collection in their native country for a feature in the latest issue of DiorMag,
and the brand is sharing their stories and heritage in an Instagram series. Dior recently received backlash on social
media because while the collection is influenced by escaramuzas, highly-skilled Mexican horsewomen, the
campaign stars American actress Jennifer Lawrence (see story).

Christian Dior also turned to two special ambassadors to share its new lipstick line, reflecting changing sensibilities
when trying to attract more social-media savvy consumers.

While the original launch film for Rouge Dior Ultra Rouge starred actress Natalie Portman, a recreation of the
original short was released with Noonouri, a virtual influencer. This is not the first time Noonouri has worked with
Dior, as computer-generated personalities are becoming more popular among luxury brands (see story).

Photographer Nicolee Drake curated the Rome city guide. Image credit: Dorches ter Collection

Hotel brand The Dorchester Collection is looking to help guests create and capture memories of their trips by
launching a collection of city guides.

Curated by a select group of influencers, the #DCmoments City Guides are designed to inspire people to explore and
share their favorite places on social media. Luxury hospitality groups continue to emphasize authentic experiences
as a way to attract affluent, millennial travelers (see story).
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Envoy by Four Seasons  will combine art patronage and influencer marketing. Image credit: Four Seasons

Hospitality group Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts is putting a spotlight on original storytelling with a new
influencer program.

Through Envoy by Four Seasons, the hotelier will recruit a select number of artists and storytellers to create work
based on their experiences at a Four Seasons destination. A growing number of hospitality brands are turning to
influencers to create more engaging content that appeals to a wide scope of guests (see story).

The Furla Society. Image courtesy of Furla

Italian fashion label Furla is sharing holiday sentiments through a campaign streaming on Instagram's video
platform, in an effort to share positivity with social media-savvy consumers.

In "A Festive Furla Tale," the brand's 2019 cruise handbags reflect the spirits of magic, joy and more. With diverse
members of The Furla Society capturing wide-ranging emotions, the label is once again using a digital-first
approach to appeal to younger affluents (see story).

Herms  is  following the travels  of Marie. Image credit: Herms

French fashion house Herms is following an interplanetary jet setter in a futuristic animated adventure.

"Marie's Journey" follows the titular character's trip around the globe, as she stops off at Herms boutiques from Paris
to Palo Alto, CA. While a space-age take on the brand experience, this social series allows Herms to spotlight its
current in-store experience (see story).
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Kering s tands  agains t cyberbullying. Image credit: Kering

Luxury group Kering is hoping to combat cyberbullying through its Foundation with a new message.

Throughout social media, the Kering Foundation is sharing a variety of images aimed at Gen Z users in the hopes to
stop cyberbullying. A variety of content from social influencers will also be shared, along with the hashtag
#IDontSpeakHater and information on the dangers (see story).

A Miami autoshop trans formed the Lexus  RC from s tark white to electric purple. Image credit: Lexus

Toyota Corp.'s Lexus is going cross country and partnering with customization shops to give its RC F Sport artistic
updates.

Lexus is visiting five different custom shops to enhance its sport coupe, asking them to transform the blank canvas
of a vehicle with a white exterior with the help of music collaborators. Luxury automakers are increasingly turning to
musicians to liven up their brands and reach new audiences (see story).

The films  are available on Omega's  IGTV channel. Image credit: Omega

Swiss watchmaker Omega is commemorating a special milestone through a new film series created in
collaboration with a luxury watch marketplace.

With the Omega Seamaster celebrating its 70th birthday, the watchmaker and consignment platform A Collected Man
are releasing short films detailing the personal connections between collectors and their timepieces. By sharing
these stories through social media, Omega is able to connect with watch lovers on an emotional level (see story).
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Valentino on Love is  a poetry project. Image credit: Valentino

Italian fashion label Valentino is celebrating freedom and art in a literary collaboration that embellishes its purses
with prose.

In partnership with author Yrsa Daley-Ward, the brand is launching a limited-edition series of Rockstud bags with
lines of the writer's poetry hidden inside. T imed for holiday gifting, the collection and corresponding marketing
centers on love, speaking to the feelings of affection that run deep in many as they gather with friends, family and
significant others (see story).
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